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W hat are the benefits and risks of creating deliverable documentation

continuously throughout your project’s lifecycle? Scott Ambler

addresses the issue in his most recent Agile Update (see

http://www.drdobbs.com/architecture-and-design/228300465), and

there are a few key factors to consider. 

As Scott notes, “By writing the documentation in sync with the rest of the solution, you know

you have sufficient documentation to support what you've built to date. The implication is that

your solution will in fact be potentially shippable at the end of each iteration.” But there are

caveats: “Unfortunately, adoption of a continuous approach to documentation potentially increas-

es three project risks: Financial risk, schedule risk, and accuracy risk,” according to Scott. Check

out the the complete story ( you can comment at http://www.drdobbs.com/architecture-and-

design/228300465) and let us know if you agree with Scott’s assessment.

And while you’re at it, please take five minutes to complete the December 2010 edi-

tion of Scott Ambler’s “State of the IT Union” Survey (the URL is  http://www.surveymon-

key.com/s/StateOfITUnion); the goal which is to find out what IT professionals are actu-

ally doing in practice. It should take you less than 5 minutes to complete and your priva-

cy will be completely protected.

At the end of the survey, you will be given the chance to be entered into a draw for one

of ten copies of Glitch: The Hidden Impact of Faulty Software by Jeff Papows, which is pub-

lished by Pearson. This book is a business technology expose that examines the technical,

business, and consumer impact of software glitches that continue to erode brands, con-

sumer confidence, productivity, and profitability.

The results of this survey will be summarized in a forthcoming Agile Update.

Furthermore, this is an open survey, so the source data (without identifying information to

protect your privacy), a summary slide deck, and the original source questions will be post-

ed at www.ambysoft.com/surveys/ so that others may analyze the data for their own purpos-

es. Data from previous surveys have been used by university students and professors for

their research papers, and hopefully the same will be true of the data from this survey. The

results from several other surveys are already posted there, so please feel free to take advan-

tage of this resource.

RReettuurrnn ttoo TTaabbllee ooff CCoonntteennttss
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Agile Documentation

[ ]

By Deirdre Blake,
Managing Editor
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E xtracting meaning from the mounds of data available on the Web is no easy task. For exam-

ple, take the case of Data.gov, where the Obama Administration has posted 272,000 or

more sets of raw data from its departments, agencies, and offices to the World Wide Web.

“Data.gov mandates that all information is accessible from the same place, but the data is

still in a hodgepodge of different formats using differing terms, and therefore challenging at best to

analyze and take advantage of,” explained James Hendler (http://www.cs.rpi.edu/~hendler/), the

Tetherless World Research Constellation professor of computer and cognitive science at Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute. “We are developing techniques to help people mine, mix, and mash-up this

treasure trove of data, letting them find meaningful information and interconnections.

“An unfathomable amount of data resides on the Web,” Hendler said. “We want to help people

get as much mileage as possible out of that data and put it to work for all mankind.”

The Rensselaer team has figured out how to find relationships among the literally billions of bits

of government data, pulling pieces from different places on the Web, using technology that helps the

computer and software understand the data, then combine it in new and imaginative ways as “mash-

ups,” which mix or mash data from two or more sources and present them in easy-to-use, visual

forms.

By combining data from different sources, data mash-ups identify new, sometimes unexpected

relationships. The approach makes it possible to put all that information buried on the Web to use

and to answer myriad questions.

“We think the ability to create these kinds of mash-ups will be invaluable for students, policy

makers, journalists, and many others,” said Deborah McGuinness (http://www.cs.rpi.edu/~dlm/),

another constellation professor in Rensselaer’s Tetherless World Research Constellation. “We’re

working on designing simple yet robust web technologies that allow someone with absolutely no

expertise in web science or semantic programming to pull together data sets from Data.gov and else-

where and weave them together in a meaningful way.”

While the Rensselaer approach makes government data more accessible and useful to the public,

it also means government agencies can share information more readily.

“The inability of government agencies to exchange their data has been responsible for a lot of

problems,” said Hendler. “For example, the failure to detect and scuttle preparations for 9/11 and

the ‘underwear bomber’ were both attributed in a large part to information-sharing failures.” The

website (http://data-gov.tw.rpi.edu/wiki) developed by Hendler, McGuinness, and Peter Fox

(http://www.rpi.edu/dept/ees/people/faculty/fox.html) — the third professor in the Tetherless World

Research Constellation — and students, provides stunning examples of what this approach can

accomplish. It also has video presentations and step-by-step do-it-yourself tutorials for those who

want to mine the treasure trove of government data for themselves.

Hendler started Rensselaer’s Data-Gov project in June 2009, one month after the government

launched Data.gov, when he saw the new program as an opportunity to demonstrate the value of

Semantic Web languages and tools. Hendler and McGuinness are both leaders in semantic web tech-

nologies, sometimes called Web 3.0, and were two of the first researchers working in that field.

Using semantic web representations, multiple data sets can be linked even when the underlying

structure, or format, is different. Once data is converted from its format to use these representations,

it becomes accessible to any number of standard web technologies.
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One of the Rensselaer demonstrations (http://data-

gov.tw.rpi.edu/demo/exhibit/demo-8-castnet.php) deals with data

from CASTNET, the Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Air

Status and Trends Network. CASTNET measures ground-level

ozone and other pollutants at stations all over the country, but

CASTNET doesn’t give the location of the monitoring sites, only

the readings from the sites. The Rensselaer team located a differ-

ent data set that described the location of every site. By linking the

two along with historic data from the sites, using RDF, a semantic

web language, the team generated a map that combines data from

all the sets and makes them easily visible.

This data presentation, or mash-up, that pairs raw data on

ozone and visibility readings from the EPA site with separate geo-

graphic data on where the readings were taken had never been

done before. This demo and several others developed by the

Rensselaer team are now available from the official US Data.gov

site (http://www.data.gov/semantic).

The aim is not to create an endless procession of mash-ups, but

to provide the tools and techniques that allow users to make their

own mash-ups from different sources of data, the Rensselaer

researchers say. To help make this happen, Rensselaer researchers

have taught a short course showing government data providers

how to learn to do it themselves, allowing them to build their own

data visualizations to release to the public.

The same techniques can be applied to data from other sources.

For example, public safety data can show a user which local areas

are safe, where crimes are most likely to occur, accident prone

intersections, proximity to hospitals, and other information that

may help a decision on where to shop, where to live, even areas to

avoid at night. In an effort McGuinness is leading at Rensselaer

along with collaborators at NIH, the team is exploring how to make

medical information accessible to both the general public and pol-

icy makers to help explore policies and their potential impact on

health. For example, one may want to explore taxation or smoking

policies and smoking prevalence and related health costs.

The semantic web describes techniques that allow computers

to understand the meaning, or “semantics,” of information so that

it can find and combine information, and present it in usable form.

“Computers don’t understand; they just store and retrieve,”

explained Hendler. “Our approach makes it possible to do a target-

ed search and make sense of the data, not just using keywords.

This next version of the Web is smarter. We want to be sure elec-

tronic information is increasingly useful and available.” 

“Also, we want to make the information transparent and

accountable,” added McGuinness. “Users should have access to

the meta data — the data describing where the data came from and

how and when it was derived — as well as the base information so

that end users can make better informed decisions about when to

rely on the information.” 

RReettuurrnn ttoo TTaabbllee ooff CCoonntteennttss
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GE Healthcare is a $17 billion business unit

of General Electric, making everything

from multispectral high definition CT

scanners to diagnostic pharmaceutical

devices. One year ago, our Imaging Solutions unit,

which has 375 engineers supporting 18 products that

increase clinician productivity, faced several chal-

lenges meeting commitments in this multiproduct

distributed environment. 

First, we struggled with the predictability of our

program execution. The cycle time on projects was

too long, taking from 12 to 24 months, often with sig-

nificant delays. These long cycle times frequently

caused the business to push to add features beyond

the initial requirements, fearing that the market

couldn’t wait for another cycle to get those features.

That, in turn, often increased a program’s scope, caus-

ing further delays and increasing the cycle time even

more. A longer cycle time puts a project at risk since

the requirements gathered at the beginning are out of

date by the time the product hits the market. 

Second, our waterfall process followed the typical

phased-gate approach, which begins with gathering

requirements, creating a high-level design followed by

detailed designs, and then creating a traceability

matrix showing how those design details tie back to

the system and user requirements. At that point, a

formal design review occurs and once the various

approvals have happened, coding begins. 

Coding typically takes several months, and then

we release the product into a test environment where

we can collect customer feedback. This is usually the

first time customers see the new product before we

begin a rigorous verification and validation effort

prior to release. 

The challenge with this approach is that the ability

to incorporate customer-requested modifications occurs

so late in the cycle that any significant misses could

require complete changes to the design, causing a lot of

wasted time and effort, and delaying the project further.

A third challenge for Imaging Solutions’ product

development effort was the many artificial barriers

that existed among functions, especially marketing

and engineering. These barriers weren’t any different

than in most large organizations, but it was clear that

they were becoming more problematic over time. 

Agile Transition
To address these issues, early this year, Imaging

Solutions replaced the waterfall software develop-

ment methodology it was using with an agile initia-

tive. We already had pockets of agile development

going on within various development teams around

the world, but they were run by engineering groups

that only used parts of agile. They used Test-Driven

Development, Continuous Integration, and ran proj-

ects in sprints, but didn’t adopt other facets of the

methology. 

We liked the agile-based scrum approach of hav-

ing the product owner as an integral part of the devel-

opment team. We hoped that adopting agile would

break down these barriers and get the whole business

working in unison to release the right product to our

customers on time. We especially liked the idea of bi-

weekly sprints, where product increments were com-

pleted, and the chance to demonstrate functionality to

customers at the end of the each sprint and get imme-

diate feedback. We began by visiting colleagues at one

of our joint ventures who used agile methodologies

from the beginning of their development process and

were having great success with it. 

We sent different people a number of times to

observe sprint reviews, retrospectives, and sprint

planning, and to learn  how they use third-party tools

— like Rally’s Agile ALM platform — to create a sin-

gle source of record for progress and quality across
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GE Healthcare Goes Agile

By Andrew Deitsch and

Ross Hughes

An imaging unit takes control of its development environment and likes the results
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their software development teams. We also met with the quality

and regulatory team to understand how it was making agile work

within its Quality Management System. Those conversations got

us excited, and we began to focus on getting senior leadership sup-

port. They’d seen the results of using agile development at the joint

venture (especially the frequent customer feedback), and were

quick to support our move. Our next step was to hire an outside

agile coach, who met with the entire team to understand our prod-

ucts, organization, and development processes. Once he assessed

our current state, he customized our scrum training. We decided to

launch our move to agile with one team. Then, after that team was

comfortable, roll it out to one site. And then finally, we could take

it to all of our development sites globally. 

The objective for our pilot was to acquire scrum experience,

understand how we could apply these techniques within our larg-

er business (such as making it work within our Quality

Management System), and to build confidence among team mem-

bers and leadership so that we could be successful. Everyone

involved in the pilot—executive leadership, managers, mar-

keters, developers, testers, and technical writers—was trained in

the scrum methodology. We needed the whole crew on board; we

didn’t want this to be just an engineering effort. We staffed a

strong cross-functional team for the pilot and protected it from

outside distractions. We defined a manageable scope with a short

time release horizon of about four months. We established clear

success criteria so that we could evaluate whether we achieved

our goals. Yet, the project was meaty enough that the team could

learn scrum skills while delivering something meaningful to the

business.

What We Learned
The pilot identified important lessons. First, we operate in a high-

ly regulated environment so there are a number of additional qual-

ity and regulatory steps that must be completed before we can

accept a “user story”— that scenario written in the business lan-

guage of the user that captures what he or she wants to achieve.

Therefore, our “definition of done” — that is, the list of activities

that add value to the product such as unit tests, code coverage, and

code reviews — turned out to be lengthy.

Our development teams need to plan for that when estimating

what they accomplish in a two-week sprint. We also learned the

importance of communicating, communicating, and then commu-

nicating some more. It can’t be emphasized enough how important

it is to make sure everyone from the CIO to the developers knows

what’s happening. Often people don’t hear the message after the

first, second, and even third time it’s said. So, while it may feel

repetitive, it’s valuable to over communicate and keep everyone

aligned. Finally, we found that we can be agile, but the rigors of

being in a regulated industry require us to operate a hybrid devel-

opment model with more up-front planning and post-sprint testing

than would be found in a pure agile environment. 

Following the pilot, we brought our agile coach back in to train

everyone who hadn’t already been trained. We formed 10 scrum

teams of seven to nine people and allowed them to self organize.

Even the leaders got engaged by forming their own scrum team.

With more people getting involved, we needed to coordinate the

various teams that were all contributing towards a common

release. We instituted scrum of scrum meetings with a representa-

tive from each of the teams to coordinate activities. 

We also scheduled our sprint reviews so that they’re all on the

same day. So now, every other Wednesday, the teams conduct their

sprint reviews together in the morning; and after lunch, hold plan-

ning meetings for the upcoming sprint. This ensures shared learn-

ing among the teams and visibility into what’s going on outside any

one team’s activities. We also found we needed to identify cross-

team dependencies early in the sprint or else teams got in one

another’s way. Rally’s Agile ALM platform provided insight into

cross-team dependencies and real-time status updates. With these

capabilities, we started to see teams swapping user stories and

tasks. Teams that complete their own tasks early are helping ones

that are slower. There’s, indeed, an art to balancing the decentral-

ized control of independent scrum teams. 

Cultural changes are the hardest part of adopting agile. That’s

something we’d heard from others prior to jumping into the

methodology, and it turned out to be true. People often find it dif-

ficult to change, and so it’s important to identify change agents

within the organization who are passionate and can help with the

adoption. 

A key aspect of the culture change is the role of managers and

individual contributors on scrum teams. Managers need to avoid a

command-and-control style where they’re pushing work, but rather

build empowered teams. Individual contributors need to start

pulling work, make commitments around that work, and then be

accountable to deliver on those commitments. Trust is an impor-

tant part of people being comfortable enough to embrace change,

D r . D o b b ’ s  D i g e s t

Five Lessons Learned
BBee rreeaalliissttiicc:: YYoouurr oorrggaanniizzaattiioonn’’ss uunniiqquuee nneeeeddss wwiillll ddiicc--

ttaattee wwhhaatt ccaann bbee aaccccoommpplliisshheedd iinn aa ttwwoo--wweeeekk sspprriinntt.. 

OOvveerr ccoommmmuunniiccaattee:: DDoonn’’tt aassssuummee eevveerryyoonnee wwiillll ggeett iitt tthhee

ffiirrsstt ttiimmee.. TThheeyy wwoonn’’tt.. 

MMooddiiffyy:: IItt’’ss OOKK ttoo uussee aa hhyybbrriidd aapppprrooaacchh ttoo aaggiillee.. GGEE

IImmaaggiinngg SSoolluuttiioonnss nneeeeddeedd mmoorree uupp--ffrroonntt ppllaannnniinngg aanndd

ppoossttsspprriinntt tteessttiinngg,, ffoorr eexxaammppllee.. 

CCoooorrddiinnaattee tteeaammss:: TThheeyy ccaann lleeaarrnn ffrroomm aanndd hheellpp eeaacchh

ootthheerr;; ssoo tthhee cclloosseerr iinn aalliiggnnmmeenntt tthheeyy aarree,, tthhee bbeetttteerr.. 

CCuullttuurraall cchhaannggee iiss kkeeyy:: PPeeooppllee wwiillll hhaavvee pprroobblleemmss wwiitthh

tthhee cchhaannggeess aaggiillee bbrriinnggss.. IIddeennttiiffyy ppaassssiioonnaattee iinnddiivviidduuaallss

aanndd ggeett tthheemm ttoo hheellpp wwiitthh aaddooppttiioonn..
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along with providing a safe environment where teams can learn,

fail, and bring up issues without fear of repercussion—this is crit-

ical for success. 

While we’ve only just begun our journey, we’ve seen positive

results already. Getting feedback early and frequently from cus-

tomers has let us prioritize features correctly and, in one example,

identify a clinical workflow that we hadn’t known about. We’ve

seen much more transparency and accountability among our

teams. Team ownership has increased, and scrum processes have

brought the entire team, from individual contributors to leader-

ship, together, asking the right questions. 

The pilot project was delivered successfully with the correct

features and functionality. The release ran over by two sprints, so

we’re still working on the predictability of our execution.

Understanding a team’s velocity and using it to predict future exe-

cution is a learning process that will take some time—and some

more sprints—to perfect. However, we’re making progress, and we

feel that the benefits so far of our agile adoption are worth the

effort. We’re now beginning the next phase of our transition by

rolling out scrum globally to the rest of GE Healthcare.

—Andrew Deitsch is VP and general manager for GE Healthcare

IT’s Imaging Solutions group. Ross Hughes is GE Healthcare IT’s

ScrumMaster. 
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IIEE 88:: DDeevveellooppeerr IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn
Take a quick tour of Internet Explorer 8, including
CSS2.1 and CSS 3, built-in developer tools, and
nativeJSON. Click screen to watch a video about IE 8 for
developers on Dr. Dobb’s Microsoft Resource Center.

Click screen to link to video
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Window’s Phone 7 App Challenges

A pplication developers start your

engines: Microsoft’s Windows Phone 7

is finally on its way. Apps for the new

platform can be based on Silverlight and

work like classic event-driven Windows applica-

tions, or they can be based on XNA and behave like

a classic XBox game. 

Each app will run in its own sandbox and inter-

act with users through sensors such as the camera,

microphone, accelerometer, and multitouch. They’ll

interact with the outside world via geolocation and

notification services, cloud services, and custom

web services. 

The layout of a Phone 7 app is based on XAML

markup that you create using Visual Studio or

Expression Blend. The functionality of a Phone 7

application results from the combination of

Silverlight native components and Phone 7-specific

components and “launchers” and “choosers” to

access contacts, place phone calls, send email and

text messages, and launch the built-in media player,

web browser, or search application. 

Beneath the specific capabilities of the Phone 7

and Silverlight frameworks, you’ll find a subset of the

.NET Framework that supports threading, LINQ,

text, networking, XML, configuration, security, and

reflection. You interact with native Windows Phone 7

applications using either a launcher or chooser task. 

A launcher is a fire-and-forget command that the

custom application sends to the system. Typical

examples: placing a phone call, sending an email,

and shooting a picture. 

A chooser is a step in which the custom applica-

tion visually interacts with a native app. Selecting a

picture and displaying a web page are examples.

Invoking a launcher or a chooser deactivates your

application, and tombstoning — the process where

an app is terminated when the user navigates away

from it — must be used to preserve state (see

http://www.informationweek.com/1286/silverlight).

When it comes to tombstoning, Phone 7 lets only

one application at a time take full control of the

device. To preserve battery life and avoid serious

performance hits, custom apps aren’t allowed to stay

loaded and run in the background. As soon as the

user starts a new app, the current one is suspended

and added to the journal of applications and pages

accessible via the Back button. The application

receives proper notification when it’s deactivated

and activated. It’s the developer’s responsibility to

preserve any useful data when an app is suspended.

Phone 7 offers an in-memory state dictionary

that will be automatically restored when an applica-

tion resumes execution. This dictionary is ideal for

retaining transient data. Its content, though, gets

lost if the system terminates the app or if the user

restarts it. For any persistent state your application

may have, you must use isolated storage. 

Phone 7 applications must be published to the

Windows Phone Marketplace for users to buy and

download them. Developers also can install a limit-

ed number of applications on a registered device

directly using Visual Studio Express for Windows

Phone. In January 2011, though, there may be

updates to this aspect of development.

If you’re coming from .NET, Phone 7 develop-

ment isn’t hard but requires a strong commitment. If

you’re new to .NET, my gut feeling is that the learn-

ing curve is no steeper than with other mobile plat-

forms. But the success of a mobile platform doesn’t

come from ease of development; it can only be

achieved with appealing devices, nice applications,

and rich content.

— Dino Esposito is a consultant and frequent con-

tributor to Dr. Dobb’s who specializes in Windows

development.
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It’s no more difficult than other mobile platforms, but that doesn’t guarantee success

By Dino Esposito
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Programming with Reason:
Why is goto Bad?

I’ve been part of software teams and projects

where the leaders start by putting together a

“programming standards” document. The first

entry always seems to be “don’t use goto” if the

language in question supports it. I’ll start by saying

this: Aside from BASIC programs I wrote in high

school, I’ve never used the goto keyword in any of my

code. In fact, with Java, there is no goto statement. Or

is there?

Most programmers will agree that properly writ-

ten, well-structured code doesn’t require the use of

goto, and I agree with this. The problem is, if you sim-

ply state “no goto” you might as well say “no JMP

command in the generated assembly code” as well.

When we write and compile code, the result is assem-

bly/machine code that the processor can execute. Even

higher level languages like Java get compiled to

machine code when executed, thanks to technology

such as the Hot Spot Java VM.

If you’ve ever written assembly code, or viewed the

output of a compiler, you’ll notice the JMP command all

over the place, usually coupled with a test for some con-

dition. This is one way that branching and code flow

control is performed in the CPU. Basically, it’s the same

as a goto statement, and if you subscribe to the “no

goto” rule, why not eliminate it also? The answer is, if

you did, you probably couldn’t get any of your software

to run. I use this as proof that the “no goto” rule is

flawed; we need to state something more concise.

It’s More than Goto
I’ve seen a lot of code that violates “no goto” rule with-

out even using goto. For instance, if goto violates the

principals of structured code, does calling return in

the middle of a method violate it also? I tend to say

yes, and I try to structure my code to avoid this. Look

at the following as an example:

private boolean processTransaction(Transaction trans) {
// do some session security checking
User user = trans.user;
log(“security check for user “ + user.name);
if ( user.loggedIn() == false)

return false;

if ( user.sessionTimeout() == true )
return false;

boolean success = true;

// process transaction here

return success;
}

This method checks two things before attempting

to process a transaction: First, it checks that the user

is logged in; and second, it checks that the user’s ses-

sion hasn’t timed out. If either check fails, it aborts the

transaction by returning false, but it does so in two

places in the middle of the method. I refer to this as a

mid-method return (MMR) and there’s something I

don’t like about it. For instance, it’s not always obvi-

ous where the checks begin and end, and the actual

processing occurs.

In this case, the code above the checks stores the

user object and logs the user’s name. The code after

the checks does the actual work of processing the

transaction, but what if another programmer needs to

modify this code? He could accidentally insert some

code between the if statements, inadvertently doing

some work that shouldn’t be done until after all the

checks are complete. In this simple example, it would

be obvious to most programmers that this is wrong;

And do break and continue deserve the same scrutiny?

By Eric J. Bruno
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but in a lot of code I’ve seen, it’s easy to make this mistake. To

resolve this, I propose that the following code is better:

private boolean processTransaction(Transaction transaction) {
// do some session security checking
User user = trans.user;
log(“security check for user “ + user);

boolean success = false;
if ( user.loggedIn() ) {

if ( ! user.sessionTimeout() ) {
// process transaction here

}
}

return success;
}

It’s now more obvious where the checks are complete and the

real processing begins; the code actually draws your eyes to the

right spot. Also, with only one line in the method that returns a

value, you have less “mental accounting” to do as you read from

top to bottom. As a pleasant side effect, it’s easy to discover where

the success variable is declared. (How many times have you hunt-

ed through a long method to find declarations?)

Some people don’t like nesting all of the if statements, but I find

that this can usually be limited or avoided outright by combining

related checks. The following code is an example:

if ( user.loggedIn() && ! user.sessionTimeout() ) {
// process transaction here

}

Since the user’s login and session timeout status are related

checks, I have no problem checking them both in the same if state-

ment. If there were a requirement to also check the date (i.e. check

that it’s not Sunday), then I’d prefer to see that in a separate if state-

ment — but that’s a matter of taste.

The point is that mid-method returns can be just as bad as

using a goto statement in your code; they disrupt code structure,

flow, and readability. However, that’s not where it ends. 

When is break Broken?
The break keyword in languages such as C/C++ and Java accom-

plishes the same thing: It abnormally exits from a block of control

code (i.e. a loop or switch..case statement). In fact, to avoid mid-

method returns, you may need to place a break within a while(true)

loop to escape from it. The use of break in these situations makes

sense to me.

Another occasion where a break makes sense is when perform-

ance is a consideration, such as when checking for a condition

within a for loop as this example shows:

private boolean loginUser(String username) {
boolean found = false;
for ( User user: Users )

if ( user.username.equals(username) ) {
found = true;
// login user here…
break;

}
}
return found;

}

In my opinion, this break is fine, although it does upset code

flow somewhat, and it can be considered as offensive as goto (it

essentially jumps to the return statement in the method). However,

since it does so only to avoid needless processing of all of the users

in the list once the appropriate one is found, it’s acceptable. Also,

since the user-login processing is still done in place, and it’s obvi-

ous when reading the code where that is, this use of break is even

more acceptable.

Using more than one break in a loop, however, is not acceptable

to me. This is just as bad as a mid-method return, as it makes the

code more difficult to read and requires more analysis to deter-

mine where to make modifications to the code. Experience has

shown me that in just about every case where multiple breaks exist

within a loop, the code structure can be improved to avoid this and

make the code more readable.

— In his 15+ years of developing software, Eric Bruno has acted

as technical advisor, chief architect, and led teams of developers. He

can be contacted at www.ericbruno.com.
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A Highly Configurable Logging
Framework In C++

L ogging is both a crucial technique during

development and a great tool for investigat-

ing problems that arise while running soft-

ware on a client’s system. One of the major

benefits of logging is that users of software can pro-

vide helpful information to software maintainers by

simply delivering the logged data — a job for which

they don’t need to know anything about programming

languages, debuggers, and the like.

Of course, there are numerous implementations of

logging, which begs the questions “So why do we

need yet another logging utility?” One reason is that

many logging tools suffer from drawbacks of one kind

or another:

• Logging can consume a lot of resources even if it
is fully disabled in release builds. Log messages
are still part of the build and in case of special
debug messages (e.g. for a proprietary algo-
rithm) it enables reverse-engineering of your
code. Moreover the logging framework can be
ever present, due to disabling logging only at
runtime.

• Preprocessor implemented logging often has side
effects. For instance, if you want to call a function
always and for debugging purpose you print its
return value with the help of a logging macro like
LOGGING(ret=f()) the function is only called if
logging is active. If the macro is empty defined to
disable logging, the function will never be called.
Such Heisenbugs are hard to find.

• Adding new features like different back-ends
(sinks) or customized prefixes on logging mes-
sages requires careful study.

So what are the feature requirements that a basic

logging framework should have?

1. Easy to use (maybe with the typical behavior of

operator<<)

2. Easy to extend

3. Portable

4. Type-safe

5. Possible to enable/disable certain parts both at compile

time and at runtime, depending on the configuration

6. Possible to be disabled at compile time, leading to zero

overhead at runtime. Thus, neither code nor memory

is wasted

7. Efficient and economical in terms of resource so that

it can be used in resource-constrained environments

(like microcontrollers)

8. Able to avoid macro-related pitfalls in logging state-

ments

In this article, I present a flexible, highly config-

urable, and easily customizable logging framework that

uses standard C++ in meeting these requirements. The

complete source code and related files are available at

http://i.cmpnet.com/ddj/images/article/2010/code/log-

ging-cpp.zip.

The following code snippet illustrates a typical use

case:

log::emit() << “Hello World!” << log::endl;

This example outputs “Hello World! with linefeed

and is easy to use (Requirement #1). Can you also see

similarities to std::cout? I use log instead of std and

emit() instead of cout. emit() is a function returning

“something,” not an object like cout. However, it is

usable with operator<<() for outputting logging data.

Furthermore, no macro is used at the statement level

(Requirement #8).

A flexible, highly configurable, and easily customizable logging framework 

By Michael Schulze
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Behind the Scenes
The architecture of the framework has three parts:

• Front-end
• Core
• Back-end

You can configure and adapt each part, and the configuration deter-

mines what the framework does. My implementation uses C++ fea-

tures like function overloading, free operator functions, templates,

and template-specialization to name a few, and all of the logging

framework functionality is encapsulated in a separate “logging”

namespace, avoiding name clashes.

The front-end is the top of the framework, presenting the API.

The log structure that provides the emit() functions and two enu-

merations is shown in Listing One.

LISTING ONE
struct log {

template<typename Level>
static inline
typename Logger<Level>::return_type& emit () {

return Logger<Level>::logging() << Level::level() 
<< Level::desc();

}

static inline
Logger<>::return_type& emit () {

return Logger<>::logging() << Void::level();
}

enum Numerative {
bin  =  2,   ///< switch to binary output
oct  =  8,   ///< switch to octal output
dec  = 10,   ///< switch to decimal output
hex  = 16    ///< switch to hexadecimal output

};

enum Manipulator {
tab  =  ‘\t’,   ///< prints a tabulator to the output
endl =  ‘\n’    ///< adds a line feed to the output

};
};

All of the logging levels are not shown. However, I do present

the definition of Error as an example that’s typical of all logging

levels:

struct Error {
static Level::levels level () {

return Level::error;
}

static const char * desc() {
return “[ ERROR ]”;

}
};

Again, each log statement starts with the emit() function. emit()

exists in two flavors — a general form and one with a template-

parameter, giving the logging level (see Listing One). The template

version of the emit() function is used this way:

log::emit< Error >()<<Logging an Error << log::endl;

The code outputs “[ ERROR ] Logging an Error” and sets the

logging level to Error for this statement. The return type of emit(),

directly usable with operator<<() for outputting logging data, is

determined by the Logger component (part of the core). The return

type depends first on the logging level, and second, on a default

template parameter of the Logger component (not visible here; see

Listing Two). The configuration of this type is key to meeting

Requirements #2, #3, and #6 because, depending on how you

deploy it, different behaviors are realized. Furthermore, configur-

ing the return type can let you enhance the framework functional-

ity (for example with coloration, as I’ll show shortly). If you look

carefully at Listing One, you’ll see that endl, tab, and so on are

defined within an enumeration — not as manipulator functions. If

I use manipulator functions in the same way as in std::cout, then

code generation always occurs because it implies taking the

address of the function. Because of Requirement #6, I have avoid-

ed manipulator functions in the general design. However, users

have the ability to write manipulator functions, and the core is able

to execute manipulators.

Most of the core is not interesting from the concepts point of

view, because there is a lot of housekeeping code (e.g. logging level

treatment) and code responsible for converting numbers to a given

base, pointers, and so on to character streams. However, the

Logger component is important because of its job for determining

and handling the correct return type — the arcane template argu-

ment loggingReturnType (Listing Two).

LISTING TWO
struct loggingReturnType;

template<typename Level = ::logging::Void, typename R = 
loggingReturnType>

class Logger {
public:

typedef R return_type;

static return_type& logging () {
return Obj<typename return_type::output_base_type, 

int>::obj();
}

private:
template <typename log_t, typename T>
struct Obj {

static return_type& obj () {
typedef singleton<return_type> log_output;
return log_output::instance();

}
};

template <typename T>
struct Obj<NullOutput, T> {

static return_type& obj () {
return *reinterpret_cast<return_type*>(0x0);

}
};

};

loggingReturnType is forward declared to allow including the

framework and later defining the type by the user of the frame-

work. Enabling this needs an indirection level via an additional

D r . D o b b ’ s  D i g e s t
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template parameter R that is the loggingReturnType by default.

Through that indirection, it is possible to defer the type definition

to a later point, but allowing the use of this not-yet-defined type

within the Logger component. Later at log statements, when the

template code is evaluated, loggingReturnType has to be defined.

In general, the Logger implements a compile-time selector,

using the C++ feature of partial template-specialization. The selec-

tion mechanism uses an embedded output_base_type definition

within the loggingReturnType (which is ensured through its decla-

ration) for choosing the right implementation. If the

output_base_type is not of type NullOutput, a singleton of type

loggingReturnType is constructed and returned as reference. On

the reference, methods for switching levels (printing numbers or

characters) can be called. If the output_base_type is of type

NullOutput, a reference to an object at address zero will be

returned. “What is that?” you ask. “A reference to an object that

does not really exist and calling methods on it? Is this allowed?”

No, calling methods on it is not legal, but like the standard says, it

leads to “undefined behavior.” Therefore, I do not call methods on

this reference. The NullOutput is defined as:

struct NullOutput {};

…and it is empty; thus it is also impossible to call methods on it.

However, the type (in this case the returned reference) is usable to

select an implementation. Now I use an overloaded version of a

free operator function.

template<typename T> static inline NullOutput& operator << 
(NullOutput& no, T) { return no; }

The overloaded operator<<() has a template parameter match-

ing on everything, meaning it catches every call having a

NullOutput as reference, and also allows chaining of consecutive

calls. Due to its definition as static inline and through its empty

implementation, the compiler can fully inline the free operator

function and omit the call as well as the generation of the function

itself, allowing a full deactivation of the logging framework

(Requirement #6). To meet Requirement #5 — deactivation of cer-

tain parts/levels at compile-time — I use the NullOutput again. A

full template specialization of the Logger component enables the

desired functionality. The following code snippet disables Info log-

ging level output:

template<>
class Logger<Info, loggingReturnType> {

public:
typedef NullOutput return_type;
static return_type& logging (){

return *reinterpret_cast<return_type*>(0x0);
}

}

Such code needs not be written by hand, but instead it is

generated by a user-friendly macro (LOGGING_DIS-

ABLE_LEVEL(level)). Yes, you read it right — a macro — but

this is not critical because this kind of macro is not part of a log

statement within user code; instead, it is only part of the log-

ging framework configuration.

The used NullOutput is from the architecture point of view a

special back-end used for deactivation; however, one will not

always want to deactivate logging. Usually, you want to output

something. Hence, the consideration of the lowest part, the back-

end, is still missing. In general, a back-end, or sink, defines an out-

put device for logged data. It could be a file, a console, a serial port,

or something that you imagine. For that, sinks have to provide a

simple interface to be a possible back-end.

struct Sink {
Sink& operator<<(const char c) {

// implement the sink specific behavior for printing c
return *this;

}
};

A sink takes a single character and delivers a reference to itself,

allowing the chaining of consecutive output actions. However, the

performed action depends on the back-end’s type.

Having all parts of the architecture together, one question

remains: How do you configure and setup the framework to a

working state? In the first instance, you have to choose what back-

end you want. As an example, I show a configuration with

StdOutput as a back-end parameterized with std::clog stream as

output medium. Furthermore, for the example, I do not want to

switch logging levels on or off at runtime, so I configure

OutputLevelSwitchDisabled. The contained OutputStream is

responsible for handling numbers, pointers, conversions, and so

on. I provide the configuration as a typedef.

typedef OutputLevelSwitchDisabled <
OutputStream <

StdOutput< ::std::clog>
>

> StdLogType;

D r . D o b b ’ s  D i g e s t
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a working state?”
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The architecture is implemented as mixin-layers, thus it is easy

to extend, allowing adding new functionality. (See “Mixin layers:

an object-oriented implementation technique for refinements and

collaboration-based designs” by Y. Smaragdakis and D. Batory,

ACM Transactions on Software Engineering and Methodology, vol.

11, 2002.) The defined StdLogType is directly usable. However, if I

would do so, Requirements #5 and #6 are not able to be met

because this type is not bound to the frameworks front-end; there-

fore, log::emit() in its flavors is not configured yet. To get the con-

junction, I need the following macro:

#define LOGGING_DEFINE_OUTPUT(BASE)                            \
namespace logging {                                     \

struct loggingReturnType : public BASE {               \
// The provided typedef is used for compile-time \
// selection of different implementations of the \
// logging framework. Thus, it is necessary      \
// that any output type supports this type       \
// definition, why it is defined here.           \
typedef BASE    output_base_type;                \

};                                                \
}

that is used this way:

LOGGING_DEFINE_OUTPUT( StdLogType)

After that, the logging framework is ready for action!

— Michael Schulze is a Ph.D. candidate at Otto-von-Guericke

University working on adaptable event-based middleware for

resource-constraint embedded systems. He can be contacted at

mschulze@ivs.cs.ovgu.de.
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TThhee BBeettttyy CCrroocckkeerr AApppp
A demo of an application built for General Mills using
Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) capabilities for
Windows 7. Click screen to watch a video about The
Betty Crocker App on Dr. Dobb’s Microsoft Resource
Center.

Click screen to link to video
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Embedding Data Visualization in
Rich Internet Applications

For developers, demand for applications

that contain data visualization (DV)

capabilities is on the rise. Gone are the

days when simple tables of rows and

columns met the decision-making needs of cus-

tomers evaluating product options. Today, chang-

ing user expectations make Rich Internet

Applications (RIAs) a requirement for delivering

the types of experiences that users demand —

and rich data visualization plays an integral part.

Seeing Is Understanding
Whether embedded in an enterprise or customer-

facing application, DV can simplify, organize, and

present complex data in graphic patterns that

help people understand, absorb, and respond to

information more quickly and accurately.

Presented visually, map-based data can help ship-

ping professionals manage fleets and routes more

effectively or help emergency-rescue teams

respond better during disasters. Business intelli-

gence data, presented visually via dashboards,

helps executives spot business opportunities or

threats in just a glance. Manufacturing data can

be visualized to support product configurators.

Personal checking account data can be visualized

for consumers to depict deposit and spending

behaviors. Ultimately, as long as the data is accu-

rate and presented in a way that makes sense to

users, data visualization leads to faster, more-

informed decision making.

Developers are increasingly expected to

embed data visualization in existing product

offerings or to develop standalone data visualiza-

tion applications. To date, this has been challeng-

ing — even for experienced Java-based develop-

ers. In part, the difficulty stems from the growing

number of one-off data visualization components

that are proliferating all over the Internet. Most of

these component libraries are built by third par-

ties that specialize in DV, rather than application

development. Because these libraries are not

always built with proven applications in mind,

practical use by professional developers can be

questionable.

Contributing to further fragmentation, licens-

ing models vary from library to library. Some com-

ponents are commercial. Some are open source.

Some are extensible and some are not. Some are

supported by small contributor bases that may not

be able or willing to keep pace with emerging

trends. And other components do not integrate at

all with existing tools, meaning that authoring DV

capabilities into your application becomes a man-

ual process. Yet mature, well-tested technology is

available for developers who seek proven, inte-

grated data visualization tools.

What to Look For
To build high-quality data visualization applica-

tions as productively and simply as possible,

developers should seek DV components that are

part of larger, proven frameworks that enable

sophisticated integration with complex business

applications.

High-Performance,
Ubiquitous Runtimes
For maximum effect, it is important that DV com-

ponents run in all major browsers and computing

platforms, freeing developers to focus on applica-

tion logic instead of cross-platform testing. A ubiq-

uitous client runtime that resides on desktop com-

puters and laptops, as well as mobile devices, will

help achieve a “write once, run everywhere” uni-

versal reach. The aim is to have a runtime capable

of supporting responsive, interactive graphics and

charting — as well as displaying large amounts of

data quickly — across multiple browsers, plat-

forms, and devices.

Visualizing complex data facilitates rapid understanding — so how should you go about adding data
visualization to your apps?

By Andrew Shorten
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Adobe (the company I work for) offers the Flash Platform run-

times, Flash Player, and Adobe AIR — all are cross-platform run-

times that work consistently on a variety of hardware, operating

systems, and browsers. The Flash Player is installed on more than

99 percent of Internet-enabled PCs worldwide; while Adobe AIR,

used to deliver RIAs outside of browsers, has been installed more

than 300 million times to date.

Consistent, Familiar Programming
Languages and Environments
Development time can be further accelerated through the use of

languages and environments that are familiar. Programmers who

work with Java, PHP, C#, and others will be most productive work-

ing in environments that follow similar modern development pat-

terns that enable them to leverage existing skills. This simplifies

and expedites ongoing maintenance, as well. With the free Adobe

Flex SDK (http://www.adobe.com/products/flex/), for example,

developers write object-oriented code using the ActionScript 3,

MXML, and CSS languages — which are easily mastered by expe-

rienced Java, PHP, and HTML programmers.

Integrated Tooling
Many developers use the Eclipse tooling framework

(http://www.eclipse.org/) for their day-to-day development activi-

ties. Leveraging a framework for data visualization that provides a

robust Eclipse-based tool can be an important consideration in the

choice of a data visualization solution. An Eclipse-based tool helps

ensure an accelerated development cycle because it simply plugs

right into the existing environment, so new visualizations can be

easily added and new data sources introduced without rewriting

the application. A rich charting framework should be part of the

tooling, and should allow access to source code so the developer

can get going quickly. It should contain an evolving and customiz-

able library of base-level components used in most business appli-

cations. And, most important to productive development of data

visualization applications, the tooling should support drag-and-

drop capabilities of charting components as well as data.

An auto manufacturer, for example, might need to drag a

mechanical design component onto a design surface — and then

bind data to the component through a simple drag-and-drop, as

well. Or a developer who builds Human Resource applications

might want to customize the GUI to appear one way when an HR

specialist views the data, and another way when an employee

views the same data. Using professional DV tools, the developer

can drag-and-drop different skins onto the same grid, enabling fast,

easy customization according to end-user need.

Using my Flex example, the SDK contains hundreds of out-of-

the-box components. DataGrids, Charts, Formatters, Validators,

and numerous other UI controls are the building blocks for appli-

cations of all sizes. Components can be styled and skinned to fit

the desired look and feel. Additionally, all Flex components are

easily extensible. They can be derived to add custom functionality,

behavior, or look and feel. There are also hundreds of third-party

open source and commercial components available for Flex.

Mapping APIs, Data Visualization libraries, and Cloud APIs pro-

vide the building blocks for assembling great applications.

A Mature, Open Source Framework
Another critical factor to consider is the strength, maturity, and

openness of the framework used to build the DV application.

While some commercially available frameworks are tested and

mature, their component libraries may be created by a range of

third-party vendors — which adds additional cost to development,

and contributes to potentially fragmented vendor offerings that

often cannot evolve at the pace of the associated runtimes. Instead,

look for a mature, tested open source framework that provides the

highest levels of advancement, support, and integration.

A good open source framework should include a library of data

visualization components that can be used as is, customized, or

extended at no additional cost — and that are integral to the kinds

of applications being built. Third-party partners typically supple-

ment component libraries by offering additional charting and graph-

ic components, as well as more complex DV applications that can be

integrated into the framework. In this way, the developer doesn’t

have to build everything from scratch, but can write custom code

around grouped components as required. Helping further expedite

development, a mature framework is usually supported by a commu-

nity of professional developers that ensures a growing library of

business-critical components as more applications are developed.

Sophisticated DV apps also include drill-down capabilities that

let users dig deeply into the details. For example, a stock market

RIA might visualize current trading prices on Fortune 500 compa-

nies. If an investor clicks on one company’s name, a new window

could pop up that graphically depicts trading prices over a period

of time for that particular company. From there, the investor may be

able to drill even deeper to view a graphical depiction that breaks

down that company’s trading values by the minute, hour, or day.

Conclusion
Leveraging a framework that offers an easy process of data binding

and connecting with existing data and services can accelerate

application development. A well-designed RIA can improve access

to data stored within the organization, connect isolated compo-

nents in an enterprise’s infrastructure, and then utilize embedded

DV capabilities to merge and present data — at the UI level —

from disparate systems. Utilizing DV components that are ubiqui-

tous, integrated, and written in a familiar language on a mature

framework is an effective means of adding data visualization to any

application development project.

— Andrew Shorten is Senior Product Manager for Flash Builder

at Adobe.
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Q&A:
Scrum Success

Scrum is an iterative methodology often seen in agile software development. Victor Szalvay is a Scrum

project expert who leads development for CollabNet’s ScrumWorks suite, which is used by more

than half of the Fortune100. Szalvay joined CollabNet in February when it acquired Danube

Technologies, a provider of Scrum products and services that Szalvay cofounded. Dr. Dobb’s manag-

ing editor Deirdre Blake recently spoke with him about the state of Agile. 

Dr. Dobb’s: What’s the most compelling reason for an organization to adopt Agile processes?

Szalvay: Agile development makes clear responsibilities associated with a product’s direction and quality.

Before adopting agile, there’s typically a game of “hot-potato” at most organizations regarding who’s respon-

sible for schedules and the features delivered. At the same time, managerial pressure to deliver puts devel-

opers in a position to cut quality. Agile frameworks like Scrum appoint a single person who consciously

makes these trade-offs, while affording development teams the ability to implement without shouldering

quality decisions.

Dr. Dobb’s: Agile requires effective communication to work. What are some techniques teams can use to keep

everyone in sync when transitioning to a truly collaborative workflow?

Szalvay: The ideal technique is to collocate cross-functional teams in a bullpen-style environment. If collo-

cation isn’t possible, then start with cross-functional teams. This requires breaking people out of their func-

tional silos and asking them to work as a real team — developers, quality assurance staff, documentation

writers, all together. Then require that work be delivered incrementally, not just when the code is complete.

The biggest obstacle to agility is a siloed organization with  gated hand-offs between roles, because it makes

it easy for  upstream roles to rely on downstream roles for quality.

Dr. Dobb’s: In what ways has the Agile methodology been affected by the shift toward cloud computing?

Szalvay: As teams and organizations start thinking Agile, they realize the value of rapid builds, continuous

integration, and heavy test automation. These practices enable agility by providing a safety net of instant

feedback when team members embark on radical code changes. The faster the feedback, the better, but most

organizations are hardware-resource constrained. Enter cloud computing. Once there’s an infrastructure in

place, developers can deploy to the cloud and get feedback from test automation suites running in the cloud.

And since it’s on demand, resources are well utilized and costs stay reasonable. 
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Jolt Product
Excellence Awards:
Testing and
Debugging

C ongratulations to TestComplete 8 (http://www.automatedqa.com/products/testcom-

plete/), winner of this year’s Jolt Product Excellence Award in the Testing and

Debugging category.

If you’re looking for an easy, script-free point-and-click test harness assembly toolk-

it that can be promoted to a sophisticated, flexible, script-driven system capable of running a

range of application technologies through their paces, SmartBear Software’s merger with

AutomatedQA’s  TestComplete 8 is good news, and the tool should be at the top of any Windows

developer’s list. In addition to TestComplete’s full support of Windows frameworks and libraries

spanning the .NET family of languages along with Silverlight and Windows Mobile emulator sup-

port, it also can be used to test Adobe AIR, Flex, and Flash as well as Java and JavaFX applica-

tions.

All the major test types can be executed, from functional, unit, and load testing to regression,

data-driven, and distributed test configurations — along with several other types. Check out the

nearly 30 screencasts of TestComplete 8 in action at http://www.automatedqa.com/products/test-

complete/screencasts/ and see for yourself why TestComplete 8 deserved the top spot in this

year’s Jolt Award test tools category.
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Real World Instrumentation with
Python Book Review

C omputers are at their best when interacting with the

world around them, whether that be via a network con-

nection or a sensor or actuator of some sort. How well

does this new book written by embedded systems

engineer John Hughes capture the essentials of programmatic

instrumentation? Read on to find out.

Nearly a quarter of the book is spent on introducing the con-

cept of data acquisition, basic electronics, and brief tutorial chap-

ters on learning the Python and C languages. Chapters 6 and 7 set

the stage with a discussion of the essential tools and the types of

physical interfaces connecting measurement and actuating

devices (of which “old doesn’t mean bad”) to computational

machines.

Things don’t get really rolling until Chapter 8, aptly titled

“Getting Started.” The standard list of project definition, require-

ments, design, testing, implementing and documenting an instru-

mentation project are reviewed. Chapter 9 offers a quick review

of basic control system concepts and how to implement these in

Python. The next four chapters are really what the book is all

about, from building simulators in Python to acquiring instru-

mentation data I/O, and reading and writing out that data to

ASCII or binary files. Finally, the author instructs readers on best

practices for building user interfaces in Python (via console-

based text to ugly Tkinter and more attractive wxPython GUIs)

to interpret and visualize all that data flow information. The

book concludes with a chapter on the author’s own real-world

implementations via serial port and USB data conduits. Readers

interested in following the author’s footsteps should be prepared

to spend a couple hundred dollars on a good RS-232 digital mul-

timeter (DMM) and the LabJack U3 USB data acquisition and

control devices (although given the rising popularity of USB data

analysis, an evaluation of the increasingly popular Total Phase

Beagle USB 480 Protocol Analyzer would have been ideal). The

book contains two appendixes on FOSS resources and a list of

equipment sources, respectively.

One overlooked opportunity was showing examples using the

showcase of the open hardware microcontroller world, the

Arduino Uno, given the number of interesting control programs

that people have posted on blogs, websites like Instructables and

videos of their work on YouTube. It’s also too bad that the author

released the book just weeks before Limor Fried, aka Ladyada of

Adafruit fame, released her guide on hacking the Microsoft Kinect

using Python, a Beagle USB480 logic analyzer, and a handful of

open source tools and libraries.

And while the omission of Arduino examples is a downer,

the fact that the author has a resume of experience that most

aeronautic-oriented software developers could only dream

makes him well qualified to write about the subject matter.

How many other O’Reilly authors can claim to have written

software for the Phoenix Mars Lander and the James Webb

Space Telescope?

Overall, the book offers a self-contained foundation to learn,

explore, and write applications that collect and process data from

simple and not-so-simple control systems. The code is digestible,

especially for the experienced C and Python programmer, and the

writing is densely packed with plenty of new concepts and abbre-

viations. DMM, GPIB, SCPI, VISA, and VXIbus are just a sample

of such, and the ones I demonstrated all came from the same page

in the book! 

If you have started working with or have an interest in taking

the next step toward machine-driven data collection and making

sense of the information that transacts between physical inter-

faces, Real World Instrumentation with Python can offer readers a

great primer and a notable head start.
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Is Your 
Edge Bleeding?

Iguess it has been a while since I have been on the “bleeding edge.” When everything installs using the stan-

dard configuration and you don’t need technical support, then you probably aren’t out on the bleeding edge.

I was reminded of this recently when I purchased a 16GB Windows 7 64-bit machine and tried to add it to

my Windows Server 2003 domain and install SharePoint 2010 Server on that laptop. Everything was so far

from a custom installation; my edge was hemorrhaging.

By hook or crook, no less than a dozen MS support guys, and eight nights — sometimes fourteen-hour stints

— could not get that laptop to join the domain, enable Outlook 2010 to find my exchange server, or permit the

SharePoint server to be installed on that laptop. I am not exaggerating.

First, joining a domain is usually a 30-second process, but not with a Windows 7 64-bit laptop. Registering

Outlook 2010 with an Exchange server is about a two minute process: provide the exchange server name and a

user account and you are in, but not with a Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit machine. And, configuring SharePoint

2010 Server to run on a laptop, well that takes a long time, too.

The odyssey began with adding the 64-bit Windows laptop to the domain. I received RPC failure errors, trust

relationship errors, and the Active Directory computer account was just wrong. I had to use ADSIEDIT and con-

figure the computer record by adding the servicePrincipalName attribute to contain the HOST and TERMSRV

values with the computer name and FQDN — fully qualified domain name. (Adding and removing the comput-

er to the domain using Active Directory still doesn’t work, whether I preconfigure it on the AD server or use a

change name on the laptop.)

Fixing the AD record manually permitted the laptop to log into the domain. The Microsoft techs tried dis-

abling the firewall, turning off IPv 6 — Internet Protocol 6 with its longer IP address schemes — and close to

fifty hours of other changes, none of which worked.

Microsoft Office 2010 64-bit never installed and recognized the MS Exchange server. I had to uninstall Office

2010 64-bit, install Office 2007 32-bit, register that (Outlook) with the exchange server, and then upgrade to

Office 2010 32-bit. (Kind of a bummer.) Keep in mind, this was no simple choice for me. I had worked more

than 50 hours with Microsoft technical support over 8 days — including Office, Exchange, Active Directory,

Networking, and ISA (Internet Security and Acceleration/firewall) folks — before throwing in the towel on

Office 64-bit. These guys tried everything, including changing global policy, opening ports, running diagnostics,

and running a dozen knowledge base patches to no avail. Their efforts were valiant, but I got the distinct impres-

sion they were guessing, too.

Finally, just tonight—one day before Thanksgiving in the US — I got the SharePoint Server 2010 to install,

but this took a lot of finagling and no less than a half dozen attempts. This article helped —

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee554869.aspx — but itself is incomplete.

To install SharePoint Server 2010 64-bit on a Windows Ultimate 7 64-bit machine, follow the steps in this

article carefully, very carefully — but Step 3, item 6, which runs psconfgui.exe is going to fail a couple of times

and you will need to make some changes and re-run it, too. To get the products and configuration wizard to com-

plete successfully, you will need read the diagnostics log, Google each error, and make the necessary changes.

This blog — http://vinaybhatia.blogspot.com/2010_01_01_archive.html — had all of the answers for each error

and almost all of them needed to be made.

For this error “Microsoft.SharePoint.SPException: User cannot be found,” make sure you are connected to a

domain controller.

By Paul Kimmel
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For this error: “System.Security.Cryptography.Crypto-

graphicException: The data is invalid” back up the registry and

delete the registry key “HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFT-

WARE\Microsoft\Shared Tools\Web Server Extensions\14.0\Se-

cure\FarmAdmin”, although since I selected a standalone installa-

tion, I am not sure why this key was present.

For this error “Failed to create sample data”: apply the hotfix

KB976462.

And, finally, the configuration wizard fails on step 8 of 10 with

“SharePoint Products and Technologies Configuration Wizard

Error : Failed to create sample” you can apply the fix at

http://social.technet.microsoft.com/Forums/en/sharepointadmin/th

read/4747863c-ab4f-4dda-9a79-519a8afc32a6 and run the configu-

ration wizard one last time. (Note: even the steps at the aforemen-

tioned TechNet article aren’t correct for Windows 7 Ultimate.)

Listed as:

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Compo-

nent Services.

2. In the left pane of the Component Services snap-in, expand Compo-

nent Services, and then expand Computers.

3. Right-click My Computer and then click Properties.

4. Click the MSDTC tab, and then click Security Configuration under

Transaction Configuration.

5. Under Security Settings, click to select the Network DTC Access

check box, if it is not already selected. Then, click to select the Al-

low Remote Clients check box

6. Click OK.

7. When you receive the message that states that the DTC service will be

stopped and restarted, click Yes to confirm that you want to continue.

8. Click OK when you receive the message that the DTC service was

restarted.

9. Click OK.

Follow these steps instead:

1. Click Start and in the Run field start typing component services and

run Component Services

2. Expand Component Services|Computers|My Computer|Distributed

Transaction Coordinator

3. Right click on Local DTC and select properties

4. In the Local DTC Properties dialog click Security

5. Check Network DTC Access and under Client and Administration

check Allow Remote Clients

6. Click OK and let the DTC restart

7. Close the Component Services console and re-run the SharePoint

configuration tool

Sometimes I wonder why big companies don’t immediately

upgrade to the latest and greatest product releases. Over the last

two weeks, I was humbly reminded. Upgrading on the bleeding

edge can be a big time suck, a huge productivity risk, and even the

blogs and tech support haven’t got the configuration issues worked

out very well.

The bleeding edge can be a lot of fun, but if you have real work

to do it can be a huge pain in the butsky. If I had to do it over again,

the new-new laptop and 64-bit OS could wait six more months at

least.

ClICK HERE TO COMMENT ON THIS POST

(http://www.drdobbs.com/blog/archives/2010/12/is_your_edge

_bl.html)
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